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The Social Security Administration (SSA) has general authority and responsibility to maintain reported earnings for
individuals and use those reports to determine entitlement to various benefits. Many employers are familiar with the
current litigation pending in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California regarding the no-match
letters and regulations. (See Littler's July 2005 National ASAP, DOOCES WILD: How Employers Can Survive the New
Technological Poker Game of Employee Blogging) In August 2007, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) tried
to bootstrap its new final Rule (See August 2007 ASAP, DHS Publishes Final "Safe-Harbor" Procedures for Employers
Who Receive SSA "No-Match" Letters and DHS Notices) by having the SSA send out an announcement with the
SSA's annual no-match letters to employees and employers. A TRO and later an injunction regarding the DHS Rule
has kept SSA from sending further dual purpose announcements.
To date, the district court has granted a series of extensions on scheduled status conferences with respect to the
litigation. The Supplemental Proposed Rules issued by the DHS were originally scheduled to be finalized June 24,
2008, but have not been finalized, pending this litigation. As a result of the DHS litigation, the annual no-match
letters sent out by the SSA, in its effort to match FICA payments with its SSN base, were scrapped for W-2s covering
2006 wages, and SSA has also announced it would not be sending such notices for 2007 wages.
Normally the SSA sends a notice to employees' last known useable address when there is an apparent no-match
between a name and SSN. Such notice is called a DECOR letter standing for "Decentralized Correspondence."
Normally such information would also be sent to the employer that issued the W-2 that cannot be matched. This
correspondence is called the EDCOR letter for "Employer Education Correspondence." As the letter for 2007 included
DHS information and because the SSA has been enjoined from issuing last year's EDCOR notice, SSA has announced
that it is only planning on sending the DECOR notice.
While the EDCOR notices will not be sent in 2008, there are a number of lesser known notices sent to employers by
the SSA that also address situations involving a mismatch between the SSA's records and information reported by
employers that are still being sent. In order to ensure the proper reporting of wages on individual's accounts, the
SSA has developed several programs that cross-reference data. These datamatching programs include:
{

Decentralized Correspondence letters, which are used when earnings reported show no match between name
and Social Security Number (SSN).

{

Earnings After Death letters, which are used when earnings reported by an employer show use by an
employee of a SSN assigned to a deceased person.

{

Young Child Earnings Records letters, which are used when earnings reported by an employer show use of a
SSN that was assigned to a child under 7 years of age.

Decentralized Correspondence Process (DECOR)
As noted, DECOR letters, also known as Form SSA-L3365-07 (OMB Control No. 0960-0508), are used when an
employer reports earnings for an employee to the SSA for which there is no match between the employee's name
and SSN. In April 2008, the SSA announced it would be sending out between 8 million and 9 million DECOR letters
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for the 2007 tax year. The DECOR letters are sent to employees only, but may be sent to an employer's address
when the SSA has no useable address for employee.
The DECOR letter requires the employee to verify information, including name and SSN, and contains instructions on
the form regarding how to do so. While similar in nature to the "no-match" letters that are the subject of litigation,
these letters are not part of that process.
Earnings After Death (EAD) Process
EAD letters, also known as Form SSA-L4112, are used when an employer reports earnings for an employee whose
SSN shows in SSA records as having been assigned to a deceased person. In such cases the earnings are reported
into the earnings suspense file (ESF) and are not recorded to any individual's account. That means that the
individual is not credited with the earnings for purposes of building up credits toward his or her eventual benefit
levels.
An EAD notice is generally sent to both the employer and employee for verification. Employers have several options
for responding to an EAD notice:
{

Not respond, in which case a notice is sent to the employee with the purported earnings asking the employee
to visit a local SSA field office to resolve the discrepancy with proper identification. The earnings remain in the
ESF until the discrepancy is resolved.

{

The employer responds that the employee was working for it, in which case a notice is sent to the employee
with the purported earnings and the employee is asked to visit a local SSA field office to resolve the
discrepancy with proper identification. The earnings remain in the ESF until the discrepancy is resolved.

{

The employer responds that employee is deceased, in which case the employer is instructed to refund the
employee's share of Social Security taxes to employee's estate or next of kin. The earnings remain in the ESF

Young Child Earnings Records Reinstatement Process (YCER)
YCER notices, also known as Form SSA-L3231, are used when an employer reports earnings for an employee whose
SSN shows in the SSA's records as being for a child under 7 years of age. The SSA determines this by crosschecking the date of birth with payroll records. In such cases the earnings go into the ESF and a YCER notice is sent
to the employer for verification. An employer has several options:
{

Not respond, in which case a notice is sent to the employee with the purported earnings asking the employee
to visit a local SSA field office to resolve the discrepancy with proper identification. The earnings remain in the
ESF until the discrepancy is resolved.

{

Respond by stating the employee's name, SSN and date of birth are the same as the SSA's records. In such
case the earnings are reinstated to the employee's account.

{

Respond by stating that the employee's name and SSN are the same as the SSA's records, but that the
employee has a different date of birth. In such case a notice is sent to the employee (SSA-L3232) requesting
that s/he visit a local SSA field office for assistance to correct the discrepancy. The earnings remain in the ES
until the discrepancy is resolved.

{

Respond that the person is not an employee, in which case a notice is sent to the employee with the
purported earnings, asking the employee to visit a local SSA field office to resolve the discrepancy with prope
identification. The earnings remain in the ESF until the discrepancy is resolved.

Suggestions for Employers that Receive DECOR, EAD or YCER Notices
While there is no express penalty for failing to respond to a DECOR, EAD or YCER notice, an employer should
endeavor to respond to such notices it receives. However, the employer should do no more, but no less, than
required by the notices. This generally just means verifying information.
In addition, an employer should:
{

Encourage employees to respond to any notices they receive, and to follow the instructions on the notices.
Under the YCER and EAD programs, that generally means employees are directed to a local SSA field office to
resolve the matter, and requires them to appear in person and present certain information or identification.
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{

Not terminate employees because the employer or the employee has received such notices.

{

Continue to pay wages and withhold and remit employment taxes as appropriate until receiving further
instructions. If an employer does not have a valid SSN for an employee, the wages should be reported to the
IRS using SSN 000-00-0000.

{

Coordinate with immigration counsel to determine what effect your policy and response may have on the
company's risk management efforts.

{

Contact it's tax professionals with any concerns or questions about responding to such letters.

GJ Stillson MacDonnell is a Shareholder and chair of Littler Mendelson's Employment Taxes Practice Group. William
Hays Weissman is a Shareholder in Littler Mendelson's Employment Taxes Practice Group. If you would like further
information, please contact your Littler attorney at 1.888.Littler, info@littler.com, Ms. MacDonnell at
gjmacdonnell@littler.com, or Mr. Weissman at wweissman@littler.com.

